PROGRAM GUIDE

Week 11
Sunday March 12th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

PopAsia TV - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination
for all things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest
Asian celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and
activities in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a
must-see live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

10:00 am

Portuguese News - News via satellite from RTP Portugal (Lisbon), in Portuguese, no
subtitles.

10:50 am

Urdu News - News via satellite from PTV Pakistan in Islamabad, in Urdu, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:30 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

12:55 pm

Dead Set On Life - The High Cost Of Arctic Living - Matty experiences the Inuit way of
life while visiting the Arctic. On his journey to Iqaluit, Nunavut, he discovers how the high
cost of food is impacting Inuit traditions. (S.2 Ep.4) (From Canada) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG
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1:25 pm

The Island With Bear Grylls USA - Expect The Unexpected - High tides threaten the
men’s camp and most move to higher ground, but Dakota and Jim go against the group
and stay put on the beach. Still without anything substantial to eat, the men’s thoughts turn
to home. And those with families begin to rethink their reasons for leaving their loved ones
behind. Will the men find food? And if so, will it be too late to keep those contemplating
leaving the Island from following through and throwing in the towel? (Ep.4) (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

2:15 pm

Woman With Gloria Steinem - Colombia: The Women Of Farc - As Colombia nears the
end of a 50-year civil war, we meet current and former female FARC soldiers to find out
how they will be reintegrated into society. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG(A)

2:40 pm

United Shades Of America - To Protect And Serve - The relationship between the police
and African Americans has never been worse but in one of the most dangerous cities in
America, a new way of policing is hoping to change that. (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US)
(Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG(A)

3:30 pm

Billy On The Street - Television is the Greatest Thing to Ever Happen to Me! - Mark
Hoppus stops by, and Billy plays 'Nicholas Cage or Rapper?' as well as 'Scientologist or
British Person'. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

3:55 pm

Cyberwar - The Ashley Madison Hack - After Ashley Madison, a hook-up site for married
people, got hacked, its users weren’t the only ones exposed. Turns out the cheating site
may have been cheating its own customers. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) PG

4:20 pm

Community - Advanced Introduction to Finality - Jeff is ready to graduate early and
return to work with his old law partner, and the rest of the group is ready to celebrate.
Things don't go according to plan when the early graduation is unexpectedly disrupted by
the study group's evil dopplegangers from the Darkest Timeline. (S.4 Ep. 13) (From the
US) (Comedy) (Rpt) PG

4:45 pm

Corruption, Cocaine, Murder In Trinidad - Danny Gold travels to the mean streets of
Trinidad capital, Port of Spain to speak with the gang members engaged in violence and
the heavily armed police force tasked with maintaining order. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG

5:15 pm

Plastic Galaxy: Star Wars Toys - Star Wars toys swept the nation with as much force as
the films that inspired them, transforming both the toy and movie industries, earning vast
amounts of money, and creating a hobby that today still attracts legions of fans. This
documentary explores the groundbreaking world of Star Wars toys through interviews with
the toys' designers at Kenner, experts and authors, and collectors. (From the US)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG CC

6:25 pm

Vs. Arashi - In this highly physical game and variety show, Japanese pop idols Arashi pit
their wits, strength and courage against a different team of entertainers or sportspeople
every week. The battles are intense as the teams compete for points and very cool prizes.
(From Japan, in Japanese) (Entertainment Series) G
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7:20 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

8:30 pm

VICE - Crude Awakening And The Enemy Of My Enemy - Shane Smith heads to
Louisiana to report on the lasting effects of the BP oil spill. Then, VICE investigates why
Yemen is at the top of the worry list for President Obama's national security team. The rise
of Al Qaeda there is only half the reason. The real trouble is a little-known Houthi rebel
movement in the north of the country. (S.2 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series) PG
**New Episode**

9:05 pm

VICE - Playing With Nuclear Fire And No Man Left Behind - Three years after the
Tohoku earthquake in Japan, citizens and the international community are left wondering if
Japan really does have the situation in Fukushima under control. Then, Ryan Duffy talks
with veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan who are struggling with mental illness, addiction,
and PTSD often over-prescribed narcotics and other pharmaceuticals that bring their own
sets of problems. (S.2 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary Series) MA(D,A,L) **New
Episode**

9:40 pm

Hate Thy Neighbour - Football, Fascists And The Frontline - Ukraine is the only
country in Europe fighting a bitter war on its own soil. Comedian Jamali Maddix travels
there to meet with Azov, a far-right militant group that has risen in legitimacy despite its
infamous neo-Nazi background. Jamali spends time with members in the midst of their
deadly conflict with pro Russian separatists, during the week when Azov launch a
recognised political party. He’s taken on training missions, street marches, military
activities, and delves into Azov’s grass roots recruiting strategy - from the world of football
hooliganism. Through all this Jamali attempts to gain insight into Ukraine’s swastikaadorned national heroes and work on his own knife-throwing skills. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) M(L) **New Episode**

10:30 pm

Viceland Census UK - Viceland UK handed their channel to young people across the UK
so they could say whatever they wanted about money, politics, drugs, sex and anything
else that matters. (From the UK) (Documentary) (Class. TBC)

12:30 am

Vice Does America - The President And The Mad Rancher - VICE staffers Abdullah
Saeed, Wilbert L. Cooper, and Martina De Alba go on an epic road trip across the US in an
RV during the intensely polarised 2016 election, meeting voters, and exploring the
wonderful and weird elements that make up America. First stop, Cliven Bundy's ranch,
where they meet the militia leader himself. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) M(V,L)

12:55 am

VICE - Crude Awakening And The Enemy Of My Enemy - Shane Smith heads to
Louisiana to report on the lasting effects of the BP oil spill. Then, VICE investigates why
Yemen is at the top of the worry list for President Obama's national security team. The rise
of Al Qaeda there is only half the reason. The real trouble is a little-known Houthi rebel
movement in the north of the country. (S.2 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG
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1:30 am

Hate Thy Neighbour - Football, Fascists And The Frontline - Ukraine is the only
country in Europe fighting a bitter war on its own soil. Comedian Jamali Maddix travels
there to meet with Azov, a far-right militant group that has risen in legitimacy despite its
infamous neo-Nazi background. Jamali spends time with members in the midst of their
deadly conflict with pro Russian separatists, during the week when Azov launch a
recognised political party. He’s taken on training missions, street marches, military
activities, and delves into Azov’s grass roots recruiting strategy - from the world of football
hooliganism. Through all this Jamali attempts to gain insight into Ukraine’s swastikaadorned national heroes and work on his own knife-throwing skills. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L)

2:25 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Monday March 13th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Latin American News - News via satellite from Television National de Chile, in Spanish,
no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Tamil News - News via satellite from PolimerTV as broadcast in India (Chennai), in Tamil,
no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

1:50 pm

MOVIE:
Not By Chance - Two men, who have never met, have a common lifestyle based on
precision and control. An unpredictable accident involving the two women they love will
forever change the course of their lives. Director Philippe Barcinski's debut film centres on
the random fate of its seemingly unrelated characters. Stars Rodrigo Santoro, Leonardo
Medeiros and Letícia Sabatella. (From Brazil, in Portuguese) (Drama) (2007) (Rpt) PG
VICE - Bad Borders - Thousands of North Koreans cross the border into China illegally
every year. Living in perpetual fear of being discovered, with all odds against them,
defectors still do everything they can to leave. If arrested in communist Laos, they may be
sent back to North Korea to face prison camp or worse. VICE joins a South Korean pastor
who has developed a modern-day underground railroad to move defectors from China to
freedom and eventual citizenship in South Korea. The most dangerous place in the world
is Kashmir's line of control, which partially occupies the Indian state and separates India
from Pakistan. Observers in both India and Pakistan believe the decades-old conflict
between the two nations could potentially lead to the end of the world as we know it. VICE
travels across Pakistan to the contested line of control in Kashmir, pointing out how close a
nuclear apocalypse is yet again. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
PG(A,L)
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2:25 pm

VICE - Guns And Ammo - Thomas Morton meets a gun-crazy pastor who teaches his
young students gun drills and tactics to disarm attackers. Shane Smith travels to Fallujah,
Iraq, where a rise in birth defects has been linked to the American military's suspected use
of depleted-uranium munitions during the war. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) PG

3:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

3:30 pm

VICE - Crude Awakening And The Enemy Of My Enemy - Shane Smith heads to
Louisiana to report on the lasting effects of the BP oil spill. Then, VICE investigates why
Yemen is at the top of the worry list for President Obama's national security team. The rise
of Al Qaeda there is only half the reason. The real trouble is a little-known Houthi rebel
movement in the north of the country. (S.2 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG

4:05 pm

Do Or Die - Killer Tsunami - On this episode of Do or Die, try to survive the rushing
torrent of a tsunami from the driver’s seat of your car. Free a terrified victim locked in the
jaws of the fiercest predator in the Arctic - a polar bear. And fight to stay alive after falling
into a tree well - one of the deadliest traps a snowboarder can stumble into. Life comes at
you fast. Do you have what it takes to survive when it’s Do or Die? (S.1,Ep.6) (From the
US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Mythbusters - Indiana Jones Special - Hold onto your iconic hats as the Mythbusters put
the legendary Indiana Jones and his hijinks to the test. This episode of Mythbusters is an
80’s archaeological adventure romp! Adam and Jamie, well mostly Adam, love Indiana
Jones. First up they tackled the famous opening scene from Raiders of the Lost Ark,
Temple Run. When Indy steps on those pressure pads would he really have escaped
unscathed by just running for it? Then it’s all things whip. First up Adam makes his own
bullwhip exactly like Dr Jones’, then they get to testing. Can you really disarm a gun-toting
adversary with one crack? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:40 pm

The Mindy Project - Thanksgiving - Mindy decides to cook Thanksgiving dinner at
Gwen’s house, but she is completely caught off guard when her former blind date, Dennis
arrives with his new girlfriend. Meanwhile, a lonely Danny mans the empty office while
Betsy and Jeremy visit Betsy’s eccentric family for the holiday. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US)
(Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

7:05 pm

Vice - The Hermit Kingdom - VICE makes history on a trip to North Korea to play hoops
and meet with supreme leader Kim Jong-un. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) PG

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)
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Monday March 13th, 2017
8:00 pm

South Park - Whale Whores - Stan is upset about the Japanese killing whales and
dolphins, so he takes command of the Sea Shepherd on the 'Whale Wars' reality show and
does something about it. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC

8:30 pm

F-ck That's Delicious - In The Garden, To The Moon - In Melbourne, Action and
Meyhem try simple Italian fare. In Sydney, appetites for fried chicken and natural wine
reach new heights. Bronson cooks with renowned chef Ben Shewry. (S.2 Ep.2) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(D,L)

8:55 pm

Dead Set On Life - Hardcore Tailgaiting - Growing up as a hardcore kid in Fort Erie,
Matty has always heard stories of legendary football pre-game tailgate parties, but has
never attended one, until now. (S.2 Ep.8) (From Canada) (Documentary Series) PG **New
Episode**

9:25 pm

11:50 pm

MOVIE:
Twelve Monkeys - Bruce Willis stars in this modern sci-fi classic as a prison inmate from
the future who is sent back in time to stop a deadly virus from decimating the world's
population. Brad Pitt delivers an Academy Award-nominated performance as a lunatic in
an asylum. Directed by Terry Gilliam. (From the US) (Movie) (Thriller) (1995) (Rpt) M(V,L)
MOVIE:
Norwegian Ninja - In 1984, Arne Treholt was arrested in Norway for treason after handing
over state secrets to Russia’s KGB. It became the most scandalous story in Norway’s
history, but ‘Norwegian Ninja’ aims to reframe him as the nation’s undercover hero,
featuring Treholt as the head of a secret force of modern “shadow warriors” entrusted by
King Olav to protect the country. (From Norway, in Norwegian) (Film) (Comedy) (2010)
(Rpt) M(V,S)

1:15 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.25) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class.tba)

1:40 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

2:10 am

F-ck That's Delicious - In The Garden, To The Moon - In Melbourne, Action and
Meyhem try simple Italian fare. In Sydney, appetites for fried chicken and natural wine
reach new heights. Bronson cooks with renowned chef Ben Shewry. (S.2 Ep.2) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(D,L)

2:40 am

CCTV News In English From Beijing - The English language news channel from China
Central Television (CCTV), the nation's largest national broadcasting network.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Tuesday March 14th, 2017
5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Nepali News - News via satellite from Nepal Television in Kathmandu, in Nepali, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
The Father Of My Children - Grégoire, a successful film producer, spirals into suicidal
despondency as his company becomes riddled with debt, the turmoil taking a dramatic toll
on his family. Winner of the Un Certain Regard - Special Jury Prize at the Cannes Film
Festival in 2009. Directed by Mia Hansen-Løve and stars Louis-Do de Lencquesaing,
Chiara Caselli and Alice de Lencquesaing. (From France, in French) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt)
M (A)

2:00 pm

RuPaul's Drag Race - Qnn News - The queens get a wake up call as they produce 2
morning news shows. RuPaul is joined by extra special guest judges Big Love's Chloë
Sevigny and Debbie Matenoupolous. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(S)

2:50 pm

The Pub - Kemi lives and works in the murky slipstream of a North London pub. As the
booze flows the line between who belongs behind and in front of the bar becomes
increasingly blurred. (From the UK) (Short Film) (2012) (Rpt) M(L) CC

3:00 pm

Vice - The Hermit Kingdom - VICE makes history on a trip to North Korea to play hoops
and meet with supreme leader Kim Jong-un. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary
Series) (Rpt) PG
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Tuesday March 14th, 2017
3:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:00 pm

Do Or Die - A Gory End - On this episode of Do or Die, try to survive being trampled in
Pamplona during the 'Running of the Bulls.' Battle to stay alive when swift, freezing water
washes you down the Los Angeles river system. And strive to find safety as a massive 8.0
earthquake shakes an office building down around you. If you found yourself in these Do or
Die dilemmas, would you know how to save yourself? (S.1,Ep.7) (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:30 pm

Mythbusters - Accidental Ammo - Stand by for some ballistic backyard bedlam and a
gruesome glass guillotine in an episode devoted to accidental ammo! First up, the guys
start with a bang. In 'Lawnmower Bullet', Adam and Jamie find out whether a stone shot
from a mower can have the same power as a bullet shot from a .357. Meanwhile, 'Glass
Guillotine' is another gruesome story about a pane of glass falling from a construction site
and cutting an innocent bystander completely in half from head to toe. (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

5:30 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

6:35 pm

The Mindy Project - Teen Patient - Mindy is confronted with an awkward situation when
her teenage neighbour comes to her for birth control. Meanwhile, Danny receives an
anonymous complaint that Morgan has been inappropriately ogling Shauna. (S.1 Ep.7)
(From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

7:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

South Park - The F Word - Everyone agrees they've had enough of the loud and
obnoxious bikers who have arrived in South Park. Deciding to take on the Harley riders,
the boys throw down the F word and the game is on. (From the US) (Animated Comedy
Series) (Rpt) M (A) CC

8:30 pm

Noisey – Paris With Medine, Mhd, Niska - The second biggest hip-hop market on earth
has been in a state of emergency since 2015, following the deadliest terrorist attacks on
French soil in 100 years. (S.2 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Class. tba)
**New Episode**
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Tuesday March 14th, 2017
9:20 pm

Atlanta - Nobody Beats The Biebs - Paper Boi participates in a celebrity basketball game
for charity, but he’s frustrated by the arrival of a rival rapper who steals his spotlight and
gets under his skin, leading him to display some uncharitable behaviour. But he also gets
some valuable career advice in the process. At the event, Earn is mistaken for someone
else, but he plays along in a bid to increase his professional profile. His ploy threatens to
backfire when his assumed persona is blamed for causing another agent’s career
misfortune. Meanwhile, Darius goes to a shooting range but raises some eyebrows
because of his questionable choice of a practice target. (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Drama
Series) M(L) **New Episode**

9:50 pm

Atlanta - Value - When Jayde, an old friend of Van’s, comes to town, the women meet for
dinner. Van is quickly put on the defensive due to the wealthy woman’s jet-setting lifestyle,
and the fact that she passive-aggressively lauds her success and sophistication over her.
While both women try to get along, it becomes clear they have unresolved tension
between them, much of which revolves around Jayde’s assertion that Van doesn’t know or
respect her own “value.” Following an uncomfortable dinner, the women manage to
reconcile their differences while smoking weed. The next morning, Van is distressed when
she realises she has a drug test at work, leaving her scrambling to find a solution to her
problem, which doesn’t quite go as planned. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Drama Series)
M(D,L) **New Episode**

10:15 pm

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.26) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class. tba)

10:45 pm

MOVIE:
The Sea Inside - An Oscar-winning masterpiece about a quadriplegic's desire to die with
dignity. Based on the true story of Ramón Sampedro, who was left a quadriplegic after a
swimming accident some 28 years prior, the film focuses on the final months of Ramón's
life and his attempts to win the right to an assisted suicide through the courts. Although this
is a poignant and moving film, it is also full of humour. Directed by Alejandro Amenábar
and stars Javier Bardem, Belén Rueda and Lola Dueñas. (From Spain, in Spanish)
(Drama) (2004) (Rpt) M (A)

1:00 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

1:30 am

Dead Set On Life - Hardcore Tailgaiting - Growing up as a hardcore kid in Fort Erie,
Matty has always heard stories of legendary football pre-game tailgate parties, but has
never attended one, until now. (S.2 Ep.8) (From Canada) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

2:00 am

RT News In English From Moscow - RT from Moscow delivers the latest news and
current affairs from around the world including special reports and entertainment news, in
English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.
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4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Ukrainian News - Ukrainian News from the National Television Company of Ukraine in
Kyiv, no subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

African News - African news in English from France 24.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Love And Rage - This taut, psychological drama tracks a fragile young piano student's
descent into madness. Daniel is a talented musician who falls in love with Sofie. As the
romance blossoms, however, Daniel begins to grow jealous and possessive around her to the point of obsession. Winner of Best Actor (Cyron Bjorn Melville) at the 2009 Montréal
World Film Festival. Directed by Morten Giese and also stars Sara Hjort Ditlevsen and
Dejan Cukic. (From Denmark, in Danish) (Drama) (2009) (Rpt) M(S,N,V,L)

1:50 pm

RuPaul's Drag Race - Snatch Games - The queens compete in a star-studded TV game
show where they must pull off their best celebrity impersonations. RuPaul is joined by extra
special guest judges actress-comedienne Aisha Tyler and Amber Rose. (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(S)

2:40 pm

Woman With Gloria Steinem - USA: Mother Behind Bars - The US locks up more
women than any other country. Most of them have children, who are seven times more
likely to end up in prison, creating a repeating cycle of incarceration. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

3:10 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:10 pm

Do Or Die - Choking To Death - On this episode of Do or Die, act fast to save a friend
who chokes on a cupcake during an eating contest. Struggle to stay alive when a thrilling
wing suit BASE jump takes a turn for the worst. And test your mettle against a killer fish
when a thrashing, 600-pound marlin leaps into your yacht. You only have an instant to
react - do...or die. (S.1,Ep.8) (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG CC

4:40 pm

Mythbusters - Street Racing - To test two tall tales of daredevil drifting, Adam and Jamie
become the fast and the curious. With the pedal firmly to the metal and their tyres sliding
and smoking, they tackle a couple of myths from the world of street racing. In 'Drift Turn',
they find out if drifting is actually quicker or just slicker? Is it merely for show or is there
some advantage to power sliding through corners? First up they get lessons from one of
the best in the business, Formula Drift driver Conrad Grunewald, before deconstructing the
drift and then finally facing off in the mother of all race-offs. Then, in 'Parallel Park
Powerslide', they want to know if the perfect Hollywood 180 degree-slide into a parking
spot is at all possible. (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (RPT)PG CC

5:40 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:40 pm

The Mindy Project - Two To One - Mindy isn’t getting respect from Danny and Jeremy, so
she goes off to experience life as her own boss. Meanwhile, the group fights back when
they discover that holistic midwives are stealing patients from Shulman and Associates.
(S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

7:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:35 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

8:05 pm

South Park - Dances with Smurfs - Cartman becomes the voice of change at school
when he takes over the morning announcements. His target is student body president,
Wendy Testaburger. (From the US) (Animated Comedy Series) (Rpt) M (A,S)

8:30 pm

MOVIE:
Eastern Promises - A Russian teenager living in London who dies during childbirth leaves
clues to a midwife in her journal that could tie her child to a sexual assault involving a
violent Russian mob family. (From Canada) (Movie) (Thriller) (2007) MA (S,V)
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MOVIE:
A Dangerous Method - Seduced by the challenge of an impossible case, the driven Dr.
Carl Jung takes the unbalanced yet beautiful Sabina Spielrein as his patient this
psychological film. Jung's weapon is the method of his master, the renowned Sigmund
Freud, but soon both men fall under Sabina's spell. Directed by David Cronenberg.
Starring Michael Fassbender, Keira Knightly & Viggo Mortensen. (From the UK) (Film)
(Drama) (2011) (Rpt) MA(S,A) CC

12:10 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.27) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class. tba)

12:35 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

1:05 am

VICE - Crude Awakening And The Enemy Of My Enemy - Shane Smith heads to
Louisiana to report on the lasting effects of the BP oil spill. Then, VICE investigates why
Yemen is at the top of the worry list for President Obama's national security team. The rise
of Al Qaeda there is only half the reason. The real trouble is a little-known Houthi rebel
movement in the north of the country. (S.2 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG

1:35 am

VICE - Playing With Nuclear Fire And No Man Left Behind - Three years after the
Tohoku earthquake in Japan, citizens and the international community are left wondering if
Japan really does have the situation in Fukushima under control. Then, Ryan Duffy talks
with veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan who are struggling with mental illness, addiction,
and PTSD often over-prescribed narcotics and other pharmaceuticals that bring their own
sets of problems. (S.2 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(D,A,L)

2:10 am

Noisey - Paris With Medine, Mhd, Niska - The second biggest hip-hop market on earth
has been in a state of emergency since 2015, following the deadliest terrorist attacks on
French soil in 100 years. (S.2 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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5:00 am

Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Maltese News - News from Public Broadcasting Services Limited, Malta, in Maltese, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Somali News - News via satellite from Universal TV as broadcast in Somalia (Mogadishu),
in Somali, no subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Miracle Seller - A recovering alcoholic on a pilgrimage meets two young refugees who are
trying to find their father. Their struggles during the trip from Poland to France will forever
change their lives. (From Poland in Polish & Russian) (Movie) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (A,
V,L)

1:55 pm

RuPaul's Drag Race - Face, Face, Face of Cakes - The queens look good enough to eat
as they're challenged to find fashion inspiration from the world of cakes. RuPaul is joined
by extra special guest judges actress Eliza Dushku and Sara Rue. (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) M(S,N)

2:45 pm

VICE - Crude Awakening And The Enemy Of My Enemy - Shane Smith heads to
Louisiana to report on the lasting effects of the BP oil spill. Then, VICE investigates why
Yemen is at the top of the worry list for President Obama's national security team. The rise
of Al Qaeda there is only half the reason. The real trouble is a little-known Houthi rebel
movement in the north of the country. (S.2 Ep.9) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG

3:20 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:20 pm

Do Or Die - Up In Flames - In this episode of Do or Die, try to save yourself when an
angry elephant mother attacks your car. Leap into action when a customer at a gas station
inadvertently creates a spark and his clothing goes up in flames. And strive to avoid a
steep fall when your snowmobile ends up perched on a crumbling ledge of ice. Do or Die
moments can hit you at any time. Would you be ready for one? (S.1,Ep.10) (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:45 pm

Mythbusters - Supernatural Shooters - Adam and Jamie take aim at Hollywood's
infallible hit men and their seemingly supernatural ability to take down a target. First up,
'Shooting Blind'. In a clichéd stalk to the death, an armed assassin, using a single wellplaced shot through a wall, clinically kills his prey. Adam and Jamie want to know if interior
walls provide any protection and if it's possible to track an unseen target. Next comes
'Hand in Fire' where the guys test a scene from the epic gun-toting movie that is Shoot 'em
Up. Can you really set off handheld bullets by thrusting your hand into a fire? (From the
US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG(V) CC

5:40 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

The Mindy Project - Josh And Mindy's Christmas Party - When Mindy throws an office
Christmas party at her apartment, she is eager for her colleagues to finally meet her
boyfriend, Josh (guest star Tommy Dewey), but her plans go awry when she discovers a
secret that Josh has been hiding. Meanwhile, Jeremy deals with doling out the office
holiday bonuses, much to everyone’s chagrin. (S.1 Ep.9) (From the US) (Comedy Series)
(Rpt) PG

7:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

8:00 pm

Full Frontal With Samantha Bee - Comedian, writer, actress and political commentator
Samantha Bee brings her sassy, smart and satirical point of view to a range of current and
relevant issues in her very own late night comedy show. With her signature wit, Samantha
tackles the taboo topics in a way that no one else can. (From the US) (Entertainment) M
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Cyberwar - The Zero Day Market - 'Zero days' are bugs in software that hackers use to
break into systems. Some are valued at up to a million dollars, with both buyers and sellers
shrouded in secrecy. (S.1 Ep.11) (From the US) (Documentary Series) PG **New
Episode**

9:00 pm

When We Rise - When We Rise chronicles the personal and political struggles, set-backs
and triumphs of a diverse family of LGBT men and women who helped pioneer one of the
last legs of the US Civil Rights movement from its turbulent infancy in the 20th century to
the once unfathomable successes of today. The period piece tells the history of the gay
rights movement, starting with the Stonewall Riots in 1969. Stars Guy Pearce, MarieLouise Parker, Rachel Griffiths, Michael Kenneth Williams, Rosie O'Donnel and Whoopi
Goldberg. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Drama Series) (Rpt) (Class.tba) CC

10:30 pm

Woman With Gloria Steinem - Colombia: The Women Of Farc - As Colombia nears the
end of a 50-year civil war, we meet current and former female FARC soldiers to find out
how they will be reintegrated into society. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG(A)

11:00 pm

Woman With Gloria Steinem - Zambia: Child Brides - Follow a 14-year-old Zambian girl
through a pre-wedding ritual before she marries a 48-year-old man, and we learn how child
marriage threatens the entire region. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt)
PG(A)

11:25 pm

UEFA Champions League Highlights - Highlights from the UEFA Champions League
2016-17. (Sport) (Football/ Soccer)

12:25 am

Desus and Mero - Desus and Mero is an American television late-night talk show series
hosted by Desus Nice and The Kid Mero, aka the Bodega Boys, who give their takes on
politics, sports and entertainment. (S.1 Ep.28) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Class. tba)

12:55 am

The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

1:25 am

F-ck That's Delicious - In The Garden, To The Moon - In Melbourne, Action and
Meyhem try simple Italian fare. In Sydney, appetites for fried chicken and natural wine
reach new heights. Bronson cooks with renowned chef Ben Shewry. (S.2 Ep.2) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(D,L)

1:55 am

Deutsche Welle English News - News and analysis of the top international and European
news and current affairs from Berlin, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Bosnian News - News via satellite from Radio-Televizija Bosne i Hercegovine, Bosnia.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Armenian News - News via satellite from Channel H1 Armenia (Yerevan), in Armenian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

MOVIE:
Our Life - A man struggling to get ahead and provide for his family takes some
unscrupulous turns that come back to haunt him. When Claudio, a construction worker,
finds the body of an illegal immigrant on his work site, he persuades his boss to give him a
subcontracting job in exchange for keeping quiet about the dead man. Nominated for the
2010 Palme d'Or and winner of Best Actor for Elio Germano at Cannes. Directed by
Daniele Luchetti and stars Elio Germano, Raoul Bova and Isabella Ragonese. (From Italy,
in Italian and Romanian) (Drama) (2010) (Rpt) M (A,N,L)

1:45 pm

RuPaul's Drag Race - Ru Ha Ha - The queens perform stand-up comedy routines in front
of a live studio audience. RuPaul is joined by extra special guest judges comedienne Rita
Rudner and MADTV's Arden Myren. (From the US) (Entertainment) (Rpt) M(S)

2:35 pm

Woman With Gloria Steinem - Pakistan: On The Frontlines - Extremist violence in
Pakistan is profoundly affecting the female population. Explore how women are responding
to the threat and empowering themselves to create positive change. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

3:05 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)
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The Feed - News. People. Culture. Daily. Your daily mix of news, interviews, in-depth
features and comedy. Hosted by Marc Fennell and Jan Fran, The Feed brings you the
stories and perspectives that matter. With reporting from Patrick Abboud and Laura
Murphy-Oates, and satire from Michael Hing and Mark Humphries. It's a global outlook
with a focus. (An SBS Production)

4:05 pm

Do Or Die - Antler Assault - In this episode of Do or Die, fight for your life when an
aggressive stag corners you in the park. Think fast when a giant glacier cracks and falls,
sending a deadly wall of water rushing toward your boat. And brace for impact when a
botched mountain bike jump leaves you plummeting from 80 feet in the air. You never
know when you’ll have to make a Do or Die decision are you ready? (From the US)
(Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG

4:35 pm

Mythbusters - Video Games - Adam and Jamie take myth busting to the next level,
challenging the science of the virtual world rendered in video games. First up, it’s 'Cache
and Carry'. It’s a staple of any shoot 'em up game that your avatar can carry a seemingly
endless supply of weapons, ammo and medical supplies. But in reality how much can you
take with you and remain operational? Adam and Jamie create their very own Doom
dungeon to find out! Then, in 'Fruit Ninja', the team takes on the perennial fruit-slashing
favourite. Could you really take out flying fruit with a samurai sword as easily as the game
would have you believe? (From the US) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) PG(V) CC

5:35 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a live
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G

6:35 pm

The Mindy Project - Mindy's Project - When Mindy’s brother visits from college, he tells
Mindy that he wants to drop out and start a rap career, immediately causing Mindy to
panic. Meanwhile, Danny and Jeremy lift the spirits of their elderly landlord with the hopes
that she will reduce their office rent. (S.1 Ep.10) (From the US) (Comedy Series) (Rpt) PG

7:00 pm

Vice News Tonight - Fast-tracked from HBO, VICE News Tonight provides an
indispensable source of international news, featuring a unique brand of investigative
journalism and hard-hitting storytelling. (From the US)

7:30 pm

Cyberwar - Stuxnet The Digital Weapon - Tapping into the geopolitics of hacking and
surveillance, Ben Makuch travels the world to meet with hackers, government officials, and
dissidents to investigate the ecosystem of cyberwarfare. From the Sony hack to the Syrian
Electronic Army, it’s happening all around us. Cyberwar hosted by Ben Makuch will
investigate the most significant computer security issues of our time. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G CC

7:55 pm

Cyberwar - Hacking the Infrastructure - As Iran ramps up its offensive cyber operations,
American critical infrastructure is increasingly vulnerable to attacks. (S.1 Ep.2) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

8:20 pm

Cyberwar - The Sony Hack - Sony Pictures was hacked and the US blamed North Korea.
But the government's evidence wasn't all that convincing, and many hackers and computer
experts still have doubts. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG
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Cyberwar - Who is Anonymous? - The notorious hacktivist collective Anonymous has
targeted everyone from PayPal to the FBI. But a string of arrests have crippled the group.
So who is Anonymous now? (S.1 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M (L)

9:10 pm

Cyberwar – America’s Elite Hacking Force - Tailored Access Operations, or TAO, is the
NSA's elite hacking force. TAO employs some of America's best hackers - so who are their
targets? (S.1 Ep.5) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

9:35 pm

Cyberwar - Cyber Mercenaries - Authoritarian regimes are using spyware tools bought
from private companies in the West. Hacker PhineasFisher has targeted these companies
to reveal their deals to suppress dissent. (S.1 Ep.6) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG

10:00 pm

Cyberwar - Syria's Cyber Battlefields - On the frontlines of one of the world's bloodiest
conflicts, a parallel war is being fought in cyberspace. Is Syria's cyber battlefield creating a
model for the wars of the future? (S.1 Ep.7) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

10:30 pm

Cyberwar - Hacked By China - From Google to the government, China has hacked many
American networks. But there’s a difference between spying and stealing intellectual
property. (S.1 Ep.8) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) PG

11:00 pm

Legend Of The Fist: The Return Of Chen Zhen - Set in 1920s Shanghai, ex-soldier
Chen Zhen is posing as a rich playboy to infiltrate the local mafia, who have formed an
alliance with the invading Japanese. By night, Chen masquerades as a caped crusader,
determined to reclaim the city, one flying kick at a time. Directed by Andrew Lau and stars
Donnie Yen, Alex Ahlstrom and Qi Shu. (From Hong Kong, in Cantonese and Japanese)
(Martial Arts) (2010) (Rpt) MA(V) CC

12:55 am

PopAsia TV - Hosted by Andy Trieu, SBS PopAsia is Australia's number one destination
for all things Asian pop. With exclusive and never before seen interviews with the hottest
Asian celebrities, the latest music videos fast-tracked from Asia, updates on events and
activities in Australia, and non-stop pop from the biggest Asian sensations, PopAsia is a
must-see live weekly program. (An SBS Production)

1:55 am

Woman With Gloria Steinem - Colombia: The Women Of Farc - As Colombia nears the
end of a 50-year civil war, we meet current and former female FARC soldiers to find out
how they will be reintegrated into society. (S.1 Ep.1) (From the US) (Documentary Series)
(Rpt) PG(A)

2:25 am

NHK World English News - News and information on Japan's politics, business, culture,
entertainment and more, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.
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Korean News - News via satellite from YTN Korea, in Korean, no subtitles.

5:30 am

Indonesian News - News via satellite from TVRI Jakarta, in Indonesian, no subtitles.

6:10 am

Hong Kong News - News via satellite from TVB Hong Kong, in Cantonese, no subtitles.

6:30 am

Chinese News - News via satellite from CCTV Beijing, in Mandarin, no subtitles.

7:00 am

Russian News - News via satellite from NTV Moscow, in Russian, no subtitles.

7:30 am

Polish News - Wydarzenia from Polsat in Warsaw via satellite, in Polish, no subtitles.

8:00 am

Romanian News - News via satellite from TVRi Bucharest Romania, in Romanian, no
subtitles.

8:30 am

Macedonian News - News via satellite from public broadcaster MRT in Skopje, in
Macedonian, no subtitles.

9:00 am

Croatian News - News via satellite from HRT Croatia, in Croatian, no subtitles.

9:30 am

Serbian News - News via satellite from Serbian Broadcasting Corporation, in Serbian, no
subtitles.

10:00 am

Dutch News - News via satellite from BVN, in Dutch, no subtitles.

10:30 am

Hungarian News - News via satellite from Duna TV (DTV) Budapest, in Hungarian, no
subtitles.

11:00 am

Japanese News - News via satellite from NHK Tokyo in Japanese, no subtitles.

11:35 am

Hindi News - News via satellite from NDTV India, in Hindi, no subtitles.

12:00 pm

Vice - Playing With Nuclear Fire And No Man Left Behind - Three years after the
Tohoku earthquake in Japan, citizens and the international community are left wondering if
Japan really does have the situation in Fukushima under control. Then, Ryan Duffy talks
with veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan who are struggling with mental illness, addiction,
and PTSD often over-prescribed narcotics and other pharmaceuticals that bring their own
sets of problems. (S.2 Ep.10) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) MA(D,A,L)

12:30 pm

2:25 pm

MOVIE:
The Class Of '92 - Details the rise to prominence and global sporting superstardom of six
supremely talented young Manchester United footballers, including David Beckham, Nicky
Butt, Ryan Giggs, Paul Scholes, Phil and Gary Neville. Covering the period from 1992 to
1999, this documentary culminates in Manchester United’s European Cup triumph, and
dramatically interweaves and mirror the highs and lows of its football odyssey with the
immense social and cultural changes taking place in Britain at the time. (From the UK)
(Documentary) (Rpt) PG(A) CC
Ninja Warrior Sweden - Now it's time to decide the last five finalists, and the extra five
who move on, on time. In total it will be 25 athletes in the finals. (S.1 Ep.8) (From Sweden,
in Swedish) (Entertainment Series) (Rpt) G
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Morgan Spurlock: Inside Man - Toxins - We're told toxins are everywhere: in the food
we eat, in products we use to clean, even the furniture we sit on. But is the world we live in
really poisoning us, or is the mass hysteria just a load of BS? Morgan Spurlock puts his
own body and personal environment under the microscope, testing his personal body
burden, monitoring his air quality, and taking an inventory of the chemicals he's ingesting.
Armed with the results, Morgan attempts to detox, examining what he can do to reduce
health risks. Can we truly flush these toxins out of our bodies and still exist in the modern
world? (S.4 Ep.2) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) G

4:10 pm

Derren Brown: The Great Art Robbery - Master illusionist and showman Derren Brown
plans to pull off the perfect crime: he's bet renowned art collector Ivan Massow, that he can
steal a painting from right under his nose. In true Derren style, he will tell him exactly which
painting he plans to target - a work by Turner-nominated British brothers Jake and Dinos
Chapman no less – as well as what time the theft will happen. He’ll even give him a
photograph of the person that’s going to take it. In order to pull off the theft Derren recruits
a crew. But he’s not going to use career criminals or skilled cat burglars. He’s going to use
members of society that tend to slip by unnoticed. He’s going to use old age pensioners.
(From the UK) (Entertainment) (Rpt) G CC

5:30 pm

Bollywood Star - The six finalists arrive in Mumbai, the heart of the Bollywood film
industry. Mentor and judge, Anupam Sharma, reveals they will have to impress a new
panel of Bollywood judges at the end of the week, who will then determine which two of the
finalists will be sent home to Australia. The contestants are stretched to their limits as they
undergo intensive acting and dance training, ahead of the pivotal public performance.
Confronted by life in India, the finalists begin to question how they might fit in with the
world's biggest film industry. (Commissioned by SBS) (Entertainment Series) (Part 3 of 4)
PG CC

6:30 pm

The Mindy Project - Harry and Sally - Mindy meets a guy at a party but has suspicions
about his extremely close relationship with his best friend. Menwhile, Danny tries to win
back Jillian after she dumps him for being too self-absorbed. (S1, Ep 13) (From the USA)
(Comedy Series) PG

6:55 pm

The Mindy Project - Harry and Mindy - Mindy tries to solve Jamie's best friend problem
by pairing up Lucy with Danny on a Valentine's Day double date. However, Danny and
Lucy hit it off immediately and sparks fly, ruining Mindy and Jaime ‘s date. (S1, Ep14)
(From the USA) (Comedy Series) PG

7:20 pm

If You Are The One - With a viewing audience of up to 50 million per episode, this popular
Chinese dating show is a cultural phenomenon. A lone male suitor has to impress a panel
of 24 single women, who can then register their interest or disinterest in the man through
the use of their podium lights. Popular host Meng Fei oversees the action in front of a large
studio audience. (From China, in Mandarin) (Entertainment Series) G

8:30 pm

MOVIE:
Precious - In New York City's Harlem in 1987, an overweight, abused, illiterate 16-yearold who is pregnant with her second child is invited to enrol in an alternative school in the
hope that her life can head in a new direction. Winner of two Academy Awards in 2010,
and nominated for four others, including Best Picture. Directed by Lee Daniels and stars
Gabourey Sidibe, Mo'Nique (in her Oscar-winning role) and Paula Patton. (From the US)
(Drama) (2009) (Rpt) MA (A,L) CC
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MOVIE:
Half Of A Yellow Sun - Sisters Olanna and Kainene return home to 1960s Nigeria, where
they diverge on different paths. As civil war breaks out, they put aside their differences to
join the fight to establish an independent republic. Stars Thandie Newton and Chiwetel
Ejiofor. (From the UK) (Movie) (2013) M(V,S) CC

12:40 am

Hate Thy Neighbour - Football, Fascists And The Frontline - Ukraine is the only
country in Europe fighting a bitter war on its own soil. Comedian Jamali Maddix travels
there to meet with Azov, a far-right militant group that has risen in legitimacy despite its
infamous neo-Nazi background. Jamali spends time with members in the midst of their
deadly conflict with pro Russian separatists, during the week when Azov launch a
recognised political party. He’s taken on training missions, street marches, military
activities, and delves into Azov’s grass roots recruiting strategy - from the world of football
hooliganism. Through all this Jamali attempts to gain insight into Ukraine’s swastikaadorned national heroes and work on his own knife-throwing skills. (S.1 Ep.3) (From the
US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) M(L)

1:30 am

Noisey - Paris With Medine, Mhd, Niska - The second biggest hip-hop market on earth
has been in a state of emergency since 2015, following the deadliest terrorist attacks on
French soil in 100 years. (S.2 Ep.4) (From the US) (Documentary Series) (Rpt) (Class. tba)

2:25 am

France 24 News In English From Paris - International news and current affairs television
from Paris, offering a French perspective on world events, in English.

3:00 am

Thai News - News via satellite from Thai Public Broadcasting Service, in Thai, no subtitles.

3:30 am

Bangla News - News via satellite from Channel i Bangladesh, in Bangla, no subtitles.

4:00 am

Punjabi News - Punjabi news service.

4:30 am

Sri Lankan Sinhalese News - News from Sri Lanka Rupavahini Corporation Colombo Sri
Lanka, in Sinhalese, no subtitles.

